
Mercator Ocean is the French ocean analysis and forecasting centre. It designs, develops, operates and maintains 
state-of-the-art, scientific, numerical-modelling systems that are able to describe, analyse and forecast the state of 
the ocean in 3D, continuously and in real time. Mercator Ocean is a subsidiary of five major French institutions 
involved in the development of operational oceanography – CNRS, IFREMER, IRD, Meteo France and SHOM.  
Mercator Ocean's activities include R&D, operational systems, expert forecasting and the services it provides to 
users around the world (scientists, public agencies, industry, etc.).  
In November 2014, the European Commission delegated the setting up of the Copernicus Marine Environment 
Monitoring Service (CMEMS) to Mercator Ocean. The service was launched in the spring of 2015.  
 
Mercator Ocean's Copernicus Technical Coordination department oversees the development and integration of the 
different components (products and system) of the Copernicus Marine Service and ensures that the services 
supplied by subsystem contractors comply with requirements; it also interfaces with the major suppliers of 
observation data (spatial and in situ) for the needs of the CMEMS. The department is looking for:  
 

An operational-interface Engineer (M/F) 
 
You will work in the Copernicus Technical Coordination department, where you will supervise the system's 
operational performance by drawing up the appropriate technical recommendations for the interfaces of the 
distributed CMEMS system (configuration, interfaces, formats, standards, etc.) and ensuring that they are enforced. 

Your particular activities in this role will involve:  

 Drawing up the measures necessary for sufficiently secure and uninterrupted data streams to and 
within CMEMS and ensuring that the suppliers of products apply these measures. 

 Ensuring that the resources deployed by the suppliers are appropriate for the expected service levels, 
drawing up recommendations and corrections and ensuring their implementation. 

 Developing the standing of CMEMS with standardisation organisations (OGC, UNIDATA, INSPIRE, 
etc.). 

 Keeping abreast of developments in the technical fields concerned and regarding relevant technical 
innovations. 

You will also be responsible for the technical follow-up of the contractors in charge of running the CMEMS centres 
which produce date for analysis and forecasting, and will participate in the process for purchasing these services. 
 
 
As a qualified engineer or equivalent, you have a minimum of 5 years experience in operational processing and 
data-distribution systems, preferably in the field of oceanography, and you have a practical knowledge of the 
standards in force. Experience in managing and tracking technical projects would also be appreciated. 
 
You speak and write English fluently.  
 
You are comfortable in complex environments and you are efficient, rigorous and able to make useful proposals. 
Your excellent interpersonal skills and your adaptability make you a good team player and enable you to interact 
with people of different cultures and nationalities.  
 
The position will involve travel in France and abroad. 
 
 
Send a letter stating your reasons for applying and a detailed CV with the reference 2016-07/CTC/IIO to: 
recruitment@mercator-ocean.fr, to arrive no later than 20 May 2016.  
Date of publication: April 2016 
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